Characteristics And Difference
Sortation
Filter method air purifier
1. Only the air flowing into the machine Purifying Limited
Sterilization Range
2. organic/filter-stained organic/weapon The compound is
where the bacteria reproduce.
to rule out the possibility of becoming a host be unable to do
3. Droplet infections are relatively short-distance.
If a virus is delivered by air purifier the possibility of expanding
the scope of infection.
4. OIT and CO2 emissions
5. Harmful depending on timing of filter change The
concentration of ingredients varies.
6. Filter devices from the World Health Organization Prohibit
Use Recommendation

Chamhana three-dimensional
space quarantine air purifier
1st:
airborne bacteria caused by fine ozone generation germ virus steriliz
ation such as Parachute
2st:
super-violet (UV-C) sterilizing lamp germ virus sterilization with
3rd:
1st to 2nd to remove harmful gas/ Powerful electromagnetic force m
agnetic field. Maximize the efficiency of quarantine
4st:
Far-infrared radiation/ Ion Self-purification Catalyst air purification fun
ction Amplification

7. Expenses for filter exchange and maintenance

5th:
ion-exchange anion generator 200 million and 500 million per cubic
cm. anionic oxygen bacterial virus fine dust removal

The process in which COVID-19 patients are treated as negative in Indonesia
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CHAMHANA AIR STERILIZATION PURIFIER(Abbreviated “CASP”)
5 signals to check patient changes after using the device “CASP”
Of the 5 factors that monitor changes in positive patients after installing CASP in isolation ward ,Most importantly, oxygen
saturation, pulse rate, and activity level of natural killer cells.
You can check the SPO2/pulse rate, on the right side of the monitor at all times and the blood test shows the NK CELL activity.

Attention to the DOCTOR who uses “CASP”.
1. The patient’s oxygen saturation is at least 6 days, up to 12 days.
I want you to make sure you’re recovering above 95%.
2. A covid19 patient gets an antiviral injection.
In case of immediate admission to a hospital room running "CASP"
98% (oxygen saturation) does not have CASP.
It may fall below 95%, but with CASP it is kept at 98%.
3. If the virus attacks the heart, it can cause an TACHYCARDIA.
If the pulse rate per minute is 100 or less, it is a healing process.
If it's going up to 100, it's going to get worse. As you know, I'm going to tell you this.
Please check based on the criteria.
4. The oxygen anions from CASP play the same role as phytoncide in the forest.
It will increase the activity of NK cells. It's about human immunity and natural healing.
It improves the resilience of the patient's ability to survive the virus on their own. to prove that there is.

(For example)

ISEA Foundation’s
Activity
2019 May 15th – 17th

Confernce Room XVIII, Geneva UN, Switzerland

Our work will accomplish the 1st and 2nd sustainability development goals of
U.N. Agenda 2030. Furthermore, by preventing the problems of urbanization i
n the Global Civil Society, where the population moves to the large cities, it wi
ll help the policy-making and operation methods of Smart City which is prepa
red in each country.
The terminology and elements for ‘Survival Human Rights” have been agreed
as one of resolutions during the resolution section in U.N. Geneva
Conference. For strengthening the survival human rights’ meanings, the
Article 1, 2, 4, 25 and 30 on U.N. Universal Declaration of Human Rights have
been used as reference.

Blockchain Finance Implementation
For Poverty Eradication
and Metropolis Policies

www.ISEA.center

2020 Aug 19th – World Humanitarian Day Seoul city Republic of Korea

-Survival Human Rights and COVID-19 group treatment cases and work promotion plansISEA Foundation with consultative status to the United Nations Economic and Social Council,
circulated and announced a statement to mark the World Humanitarian Day (annually on Au
gust 19th).
As a joint statement, the Statement has already been submitted to more than 10 internationa
l organizations and GBFC with the UN’s approval.
At the event held by the organization to mark World Humanitarian day, Survival Human Right
s and COVID-19 case treatment with Chamhana Air Sterilization Air Purifier and Survival Rig
hts was introduced. And the statement included the following: “Survival Human Rights preve
nt the vicious cycle of the increase of poverty and livelihood crimes by providing the element
s of basic income policy for those who suffer from loss of job, physical illness or discriminatio
n of any kind,”“MobiDollar can be used as a financial technique to realize each country’s bas
ic income policy. Particularly, it can provide some or all of basic income to governments that
do not have such technology and finance,” and “ISEA Foundation provided a solution to the
concerns of manufacturers and buyers by supporting MobiDollar to buyers and allowing the
m to make joint payments for the amount of quarantine products in cash and MobiDollar.”
...
In addition, the statement refers to the report of IMF, “the fiscal policy is at the forefront of th
e response to the COVID-19 epidemic,” “it was a priority to fully accept spending on health a
nd emergency services,”

ISEA Foundation’s
Activity
RIGHT TO EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICE
The right of patient to be transported to hospital to prevent a situation when a person in pain is
left alone.
RIGHT TO COMMUNICATION
The right to communicate with family,
friends, others, or organizations to prevent
disconnection of communication

RIGHT TO FOOD
The right to be provided of minimum amount of food
which an individual must eat daily.

RIGHT TO SLEEP
The right to be provided of safe
place to sleep.
RIGHT TO INFORMATION
Individuals’ and organizations’ right to be provided of
essential information regarding certain government,
organization, product, or culture and participate for
necessity.

“Survival Human Rights” is different from just ‘Human Rights’ and also
different from ‘Survival Rights’. “Survival Human Right” is the very basic rights
that should be guaranteed for human beings to survive. Its ideology is clearly
derived from the articles mentioned about human’s survival rights on U.N.
Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

RIGHT TO MOVEMENT
The right to be provided with the freedom of
movement and residence and to use means of
transportation.

RIGHT TO EDUCATION
The right to be guaranteed of minimum educational
opportunities for self-development and growth.

The COVID-19 pandemic is more than a health crisis; it is an economic crisis, a
humanitarian crisis, a security crisis, and a human rights crisis. This crisis has highlighted
severe fragilities and inequalities within and among nations. Coming out of this crisis will
require a whole-of-society, whole-of-government and whole-of-the-world approach driven
by compassion and solidarity.

